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The museums, archives, libraries, and research facilities of the Smithsonian 

Institution hold one of the world’s largest collections of artifacts, specimens, 

documents, and other materials. 
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ccording to Smithsonian National Collections Program (NCP) figures for 

fiscal year (FY) 2002,1 museum collections held over 143.5 million objects; 

archive collections included about 164 million items and almost 7 million 

feet of film; and library collections comprised almost 1.5 million volumes.  Among the 

Smithsonian’s collections are treasures of inestimable value to science, culture, and the 

American people: unique biological type specimens, the Hope diamond, original 

manuscripts by Isaac Newton and Albert Einstein, works of art spanning modern West 

to ancient East, the Apollo 11 command module, the 1814 Star-Spangled Banner flag, 

the Wright Flyer — the list could go on and on.   

 A

 

Stewardship of these collections is arguably the Smithsonian’s most fundamental 

responsibility.  In the fall of 2000, Secretary Lawrence Small asked the Office of Policy 

and Analysis (OP&A) to conduct a study of Smithsonian collections.  The purpose was 

to gather information, reach conclusions, and offer recommendations to support 

sound collections policy and management in several areas, including:   

 

 The role of collections at a “national” institution such as the Smithsonian  

 Use and access  

 Collections care  

 Acquisition and disposal 

 Resources.  

  

                                                          
1 Units designated as collecting units by NCP are the following: Anacostia Museum/Center for 
African American History and Culture (AM/CAAHC); Architectural History and Historic 
Preservation (AHHP); Archives of American Art (AAA); Center for Folklife and Cultural Heritage 
(CFCH), archives division; Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum (C-HNDM); Freer Gallery of 
Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery (FSG); Hirshhorn  Museum and Sculpture Garden (HMSG); 
Horticulture Services Division (HSD); National Air and Space Museum (NASM); National Museum 
of African Art (NMAfA); National Museum of American History (NMAH); National Museum of 
the American Indian (NMAI); National Museum of Natural History (NMNH); National Portrait 
Gallery (NPG); National Postal Museum (NPM); National Zoological Park (NZP); Smithsonian 
American Art Museum (SAAM); Smithsonian Institution Archives (SIA); and Smithsonian 
Institution Libraries (SIL).  Several other units hold collections “unofficially.” 
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The study team also looked at other aspects of collections management such as 

planning and accountability.   

  

Following the research phase of this study, completed in the summer of 2003, the 

OP&A study team looked for common issues that appeared across much of the 

Institution.  The resulting conclusions and recommendations that appear in this 

report are necessarily broad and do not apply equally to every collecting unit at the 

Smithsonian.2  However, they do offer ideas that all units, regardless of the current 

state of their collections, can use to assess and improve their collections 

management policies, planning, and processes.   

 

 

national collections 
 

 

 

For Smithsonian collecting units, identifying their core national purpose can both 

provide a basis for assessing the appropriateness of current collections and guide 

future collecting.  Yet there is surprisingly little clarity, either within the 

Smithsonian or the wider museum community, about what a “national” role is or 

entails.   

 

In the course of the OP&A study team’s research, three dominant conceptions of a 

“national museum” emerged, each associated with a different concept of “national 

collections” (based on Wilson 1984, 54-58):  

 

 Encyclopedic national museums are international in scope.  They hold the 

great public collections that offer a sweeping view of humanity’s cultural 

achievements and scientific knowledge.  Examples of these museums include 

the British Museum, State Hermitage Museum, and Louvre. 

                                                          
2 In addition, there have been developments since the completion of the research that are not reflected 
in this report.   
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 National identity museums are explicitly national in scope.  They hold 

collections that symbolically represent the history, culture, and values of a 

particular nation.  Examples include the Hungarian National Museum, 

National Museum of Helsinki, and National Museum of Ireland.  

 

 Subject specialist national museums serve an international audience, but 

have a narrower scope than encyclopedic museums.  They hold outstanding 

collections in specific areas of the arts, sciences, or culture.  Examples are the 

National Archaeological Museum in Athens, National Museum of Ethnology 

in Osaka, and Victoria and Albert Museum in London.  An important function 

of such museums is to support high-level scholarship.  

 

Awareness of how each Smithsonian collecting unit fits into such a schema can 

provide broad guidance for such tasks as developing collections, understanding core 

audiences, and prioritizing uses.  The OP&A study team’s suggestions for classifying 

Smithsonian collecting units are presented in the table below.  In part, the 

classifications are based on the units’ own mission statements and interviews with 

senior management at each unit.   

 

 
 

Smithsonian Collecting Units Classified by Type 
 

Encyclopedic National identity Subject specialist 

Smithsonian 
Institution AM/CAAHC AAA 

NMNH NMAH C-HNDM 

NZP NMAI FSG 

SIL NPG HMSG 
 SAAM NASM 
  NMAfA 
  NPM 

  SIA 
Source: OP&A study team analysis.  
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The breadth and depth of Smithsonian collections in their entirety make the Institution 

as a whole one of the world’s great encyclopedic national collecting units.  However, 

each collecting unit must articulate its own core national purpose within the larger 

system.  Some units do appear to have an understanding of their national purpose, and 

manage their collections accordingly.  But others follow a less clear path — whether 

because they are uncertain as to their primary role, or because they are under pressure 

by stakeholders to move in multiple directions. 

 

 

use and access 
 
 

 

In general, collections are used in four principal ways:  

 

 Display and exhibition   

 Research and reference  

 Education and interaction  

 Symbolism. 

 

At the Smithsonian, the relative importance of these uses varies, depending on the 

collecting unit.  In line with differences in the primary uses of their collections, units 

have different user profiles.  For example, SIL collections mainly serve internal staff; 

NMNH collections are oriented toward the global scientific research community; and 

other units’ collections are oriented to the visiting public. 

 

Although collecting units have implicitly taken different positions with respect to the 

principal uses of their collections, most have not developed explicit statements of 

priorities.  The OP&A study team sees this as a matter for concern, because when 

priorities are not spelled out, scarce resources may be misallocated, and there is no 

formal basis for resolving conflicts (such as the tradeoff between lending and 
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preservation).  Is it appropriate, for example, for a collecting unit with a predominantly 

research mission to shift substantial resources from collections care and research to 

public programs?   

 

The identification of priorities among uses also affects how units develop their 

collections.  For example, in a reference collection, practically anything that can be 

identified within the chosen subject area is a candidate for inclusion.  By contrast, if 

exhibition or symbolism is the primary use for a unit’s collections, acquisitions can be 

more selective, focusing on obtaining a few of the finest or most representative items. 

 

Use and access are inextricably related: the primary uses of a collection determine the 

appropriate means of providing access.  Providing access can be very expensive — 

particularly the space to display collections, the intellectual enhancement of collection 

records, and the provision of effective electronic access.  Thus, careful planning is 

essential, taking into account the units’ missions and user profiles and the personnel, 

storage, and digital resources available for the job.   

 

The digitization of collections and the creation of central electronic collections 

information systems (CISs) are critical steps toward wider, more user-friendly access, 

as well as improved collections management, and merit particular attention.  The 

following points should be noted in this connection: 

 

 The scale of potential digitization is vast, and the process of digitization is still 

in its early stages at many units.  In some cases the units have approached 

digitization unsystematically; they have not developed formal plans with clear 

goals and priorities, tied to users’ needs.  To digitize without such plans risks 

squandering resources on tasks of limited relevance, while more important 

ones go unmet.  Some Smithsonian units have made progress in this direction 

— such as NMNH, where management has assigned unambiguous priority to 

type collections.3  All units would benefit from prioritization concerning which 

                                                          
3 Type collections contain specimens originally used to define species.  
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items to digitize, as well as practical guidelines on what information to include 

in digital records.   

 

 Electronic access to collections remains limited at the Institutional level and 

uneven across units.  Overall, electronic records exist for less than one fifth of 

the Institution’s collections, and less than one tenth are electronically accessible 

to the public.  While some units — particularly the art museums — have made 

great progress in digitizing their collections, others remain far from the goal of 

a full set of electronic records with basic, up-to-date information on what is in 

their collections.  Further, progress in the development of a comprehensive, 

well-functioning CIS has been uneven across units.  Indeed, at the time the 

research phase of this study was completed, digitization at one unit (NMAH) 

had practically come to a halt, and the unit was contemplating shutting down 

its CIS because of fears the system was becoming corrupted in the absence of 

adequate maintenance. 

 

 Online users of collections information are ill-served by the lack of a single 

point of entry, or portal, through which to access information across all 

Smithsonian collections.  Electronic access via the Web has been complicated 

by the confusing welter of websites created by individual units and offices.4   

 

 Digitization and CIS development have had trouble competing for resources 

with other activities, such as exhibitions, education, and research.  If unit and 

central leadership do not make a clear commitment to pushing digitization and 

central CISs forward, resources will continue to go to more visible, longer 

established, or better articulated priorities, and progress is likely to be slow.   

 

 Although each unit must ultimately fashion its own digitization plan, 

opportunities exist for collaboration and leveraging of resources across units 

and with outside entities.  The units have generally not taken advantage of 

                                                          
4 Since completion of the research for this study, the Office of the Chief Information Officer issued an 
Institution-wide online strategy intended in part to address this matter. 
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these opportunities.  Because digitization and electronic access can be very 

expensive, the units may be forgoing large benefits. 

 

An important first step is for the central administration to clarify, through policy and 

the Smithsonian’s strategic and annual performance plans, where digitization and CIS 

development fall on the list of Institutional priorities.  The central administration also 

needs to provide guidance on the goals of digitization, including what sort of online 

presence the Smithsonian should have.  Not only are the units more likely to develop 

and adhere to plans in these areas if directed to do so and held accountable for results, 

but the absence of clear guidance from the top may also be interpreted as suggesting 

that digitization and CIS development are low priorities.  Because of the importance of 

digitization and CIS development for both access and general collections management, 

the OP&A study team favors increasing the emphasis on them at this time, even if 

doing so requires some units to shift resources from other programs until they can 

demonstrate substantial progress in these areas. 

 

The OP&A study team also believes that a single portal that provides access to 

collections information across the Smithsonian should be a priority, because it would 

significantly enhance access by all types of users.  Aside from the technological 

requirements, implementing a single portal will require development and use by all 

units of a common Institution-wide thesaurus to facilitate database searches across all 

Smithsonian collections databases.   
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collections care 
 
 
 

Proper care of collections and associated documentation is fundamentally important to 

their health, longevity, and usefulness.  However, collections care is also relatively 

invisible.  Because of this invisibility, the OP&A study team saw evidence that a faulty 

rationalization has taken hold in some units: it is acceptable to defer collections care 

activities in favor of activities with greater public visibility, because it will always be 

possible to return to the deferred tasks later.  This rationalization appears plausible 

because skipping routine inventories or condition assessments, storing collections 

more densely, and generally cutting corners on collections care typically have no 

immediate negative effects and do not result in public outcry.  In reality, however, the 

opportunity to return to deferred tasks rarely arises, and eventually the deferred work 

reaches a level that is overwhelming.  Moreover, the longer collections care falls below 

optimal levels, the more difficult it is to know what the effects are.  For example, if a 

unit does not have a complete inventory or has not carried out a condition assessment 

for a decade, it has no objective way of knowing what is happening to its collections. 

 

At the Smithsonian, the state of collections care is mixed.  Within the broad 

parameters of Smithsonian Directive 600 (SD 600) Collections Management — the 

principal policy guiding collections management — units are free to set their own 

standards and allocate resources.  The SD 600 Implementation Manual, in draft form 

at the time the research phase of this study was completed, is comprehensive and 

meticulous in its listing of issues to be considered, but it, too, offers the units wide 

latitude in interpretation.  Thus, the level of attention devoted to collections care 

largely comes down to the priorities of unit directors. 

 

The OP&A study team sees a need for NCP, working with representatives of the units, 

to clearly define minimum standards of care for compliance with SD 600 for particular 

types of collections, and for NCP to monitor whether the units are maintaining those 

standards.  Those standards would usefully include parameters for inventories, 
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profiling, and significance assessments.5  Further, if a unit cannot maintain a collection 

at the minimum standard, the study team believes it is appropriate to ask whether that 

collection should be transferred to an organization better able to care for it.     

 

In general, improving the state of collections care needs to start with full knowledge of 

what is in the collections — a complete inventory — and a system of triage whereby a 

unit can focus resources on areas of greatest urgency or importance.  The Smithsonian 

is currently participating in the first Heritage Health Index survey, sponsored by 

Heritage Preservation and the Institute for Museum and Library Services.  Intended to 

gather baseline data on the state of museum, library, archive, and historical society 

collections nationwide, the survey promises to provide useful information about the 

condition and preservation needs of Smithsonian collections, relative to similar 

collections at other organizations.   

 

Profiling is a valuable tool that some Smithsonian units have used to assess the state of 

their collections and identify which objects are most in need of resources.  Even where 

resources are too tight to permit profiling all of a unit’s collections, it may be possible 

to focus initially on the “hot spots” — the collections where problems are most 

numerous or severe.  NMNH has been a leader in developing practical methods of 

profiling, and its system is now considered best practice.  The NMNH profiling 

system, which it initiated 20 years ago with the entomology collections, aims to obtain 

a measure that allows objective comparison of care needs across collections, so that 

collections care resources can be efficiently allocated.  The principle areas of 

measurement are:   

 

                                                          
5 “Profiling” refers to the systematic evaluation of a unit’s collections using a set of variables such as 
condition, arrangement, level of documentation, and state of processing.  It yields quantifiable measures 
of collections care needs, documentation status, and accessibility, on the basis of which resource 
allocation priorities may be set.  A significance assessment — a determination of the relative importance 
of collection items or groups of items to a unit’s mission and/or programs — may be incorporated into 
a profiling effort.   
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 Conservation (whether the physical state of items is unstable; degraded but 

stable; stable and not degraded; or optimal).  

 

 Processing (whether items are unprocessed; sorted but not accessioned 

and/or labeled; or fully processed with accurate and complete archival labels).  

 

 Storage (whether a building/room or storage equipment is substandard or 

museum-quality).  

 

 Arrangement (whether items are not arranged; arranged but needing 

improvement; or fully arranged). 

 

 Identification (whether items are not identified; identified to the gross level; 

identified to a useful level; identified to an accepted standard; or identified by 

an expert). 

 

 Inventory (whether items are not inventoried; inventoried at the collection 

level; or completely inventoried). 

 

The Smithsonian Center for Materials Research and Education (SCMRE) has also 

experimented with a profiling system, the Preservation Priority Data Base.  SIA has 

refined SCMRE’s system to include seven physical parameters, together with 

significance and use.  SIA has become the leader for profiling within the Institution’s 

archives community.   

 

The OP&A study team believes it is unacceptable for the Smithsonian to allow 

collections care at any of its units to deteriorate to the point where collections are in 

jeopardy.  However, the study team found that some collecting units face acute and 

sometimes longstanding problems in two principal areas of collections care: 

information (a lack of complete and accurate information on the content and 

condition of collections) and storage (including space shortages and poor quality space, 

equipment, and supplies).  Among Smithsonian museums, the most troubling case is 
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NMAH.  The study team is concerned that the problems at NMAH have reached a 

magnitude that transcends patchwork solutions and requires serious attention in the 

near term. 

 

 

acquisition and disposal 
 
 

 

The purpose of collections development is to shape collections that support a unit’s 

mission, goals, and programs.  The traditional tools of collections development are 

acquisition and disposal.  The size of collections at some units presently exceeds the 

capacity of the unit to provide adequate care and access.  Continued expansion of 

collections, even at a low rate, will exacerbate the problem unless resources for 

collections are substantially increased, which is not likely in the foreseeable future.  

Further, collections at a number of units are not well-configured to support these 

units’ other programs or goals.  

 

The Smithsonian culture that underpins collections development has compounded 

these problems.  Two elements of this culture are worth noting.  First, there is a 

strongly held perception at many units that disposal is to be avoided.  Second, 

academic insularity is evident in many Smithsonian departments and divisions.  The 

latter has created a tendency to collect based on individual, departmental, and 

divisional agendas, inhibited the integration of collections with other programs, and 

hindered both cross-disciplinary collections development and collaboration on 

collecting with other departments, units, and external organizations.  

 

The OP&A study team identified two main areas where changes might serve to 

strengthen collections development as a management tool: guidance and decision 

making.  In addition, the study team believes that a number of units would likely 

benefit from a realignment of their collections relative to current missions, goals, 

programs, and resources.   
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guidance 
 

 

 

Unit-level collections development policies and planning are inadequate for guiding 

acquisition decisions in a resource-constrained environment.  They tend to be either 

narrowly focused on detailed operational procedures or impractically broad brush.  (In 

fairness, collections development policies and plans have traditionally not been 

intended to provide anything more than a general framework.) 

 

The collecting plan detailed in the draft SD 600 Implementation Manual contains 

many of the elements that the OP&A study team regards as essential to effective 

collections development planning, such as elaborating how collections should be 

integrated with other programs, reviewing opportunities for collaboration with internal 

and external collecting organizations, and calling for regular reviews and updates of 

plans.  Other key elements of a unit-level collecting plan include: 

 

 Clarifying a unit’s predominant museum type and the role of its collections, to 

provide context for decision making; 

 

 Identifying a viable size and composition of collections, relative to resources;  

 

 Identifying the collections that are core to a unit’s mission and goals, as well as 

those that are less relevant or suitable, and might be divested;   

 

 Reviewing the holdings of other Smithsonian and external collecting units to 

avoid duplication and identify opportunities for collaboration; 

 

 Considering greater use of alternatives to traditional collecting, such as long-

term loans and shared ownership; and 
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 Setting priorities and targets for acquisitions and disposals, and creating 

performance measures to gauge progress.   

 

Additional central Smithsonian guidance on collecting would be useful in some areas.  

For example, there appears to be an urgent global need to collect natural history 

specimens extensively in the face of the destruction of biodiversity.  This issue might 

argue for a temporary shift of resources within NMNH — or an infusion of resources 

from the central administration — to allow the museum to collect more aggressively.  

The OP&A study team also believes the mandate that the Smithsonian serve as the 

repository for federal natural history collections merits discussion and updated policy 

guidance.  Given the scarcity of resources, if the Congress wants the Smithsonian to be 

the steward of federal collections, it needs to provide more explicit guidance on natural 

history collecting by federal agencies, and to ensure a level of funding commensurate 

with the role it wants the Smithsonian to play.  Such policy guidance is more urgent in 

the current environment, in which natural history collections may have a direct 

relationship to national interests such as security and the economy.  

 

 

decision making 
 

 

Smithsonian collecting units have made noteworthy efforts to establish more rigorous 

processes for decision making on collections development.  However, there is room 

for further improvement.  Decision making benefits from a detailed unit collecting 

plan that addresses the shaping of a unit’s collections through both acquisitions and 

disposals.  Key considerations in a unit collecting plan are: 

 

 The results of a complete inventory of collections, which is the necessary 

foundation for good decisions.  A strong case can be made for suspending 

most collections development activities until such an inventory is complete.     
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 Collections uses, particularly research and exhibitions. 

 

 Clear, unit-specific criteria with which to assess the relative significance of 

existing holdings and potential acquisitions.  

 

 Alternative and nontraditional means of accomplishing an end.  In an 

environment of scarce resources, arrangements other than outright ownership 

may often prove attractive. 

 

 Assessment of whether particular items should be part of accession collections, 

held in non-accession collections, or divested, based in part on such factors as 

the items’ significance, use, and life-cycle resource requirements.  

 

Decision making on collections development would also benefit from an opportunity 

cost approach,6 which accounts for the full life-cycle costs of acquiring and 

maintaining new objects, as well as holding inappropriate objects, and on alternative 

uses of the funds. 

 

 

                                                          
6 “Opportunity cost,” a concept drawn from economic theory, refers to the value of available alternatives 
that are sacrificed by the decision to commit resources to a particular course of action.  Thinking in terms of 
opportunity costs means taking all the costs of a choice into account when calculating its net effects, 
including implicit, indirect, and foreseeable future costs. 
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a one-time realignment effort 
 

 

The decline in the rate of acquisitions at many units — which reflects an increasingly 

rigorous approach to acquisitions — is a positive trend.  Nevertheless, there will always 

be a need for deaccessioning and disposal.  The OP&A study team believes disposal is 

a positive tool for collections development and that the approach of ongoing 

collections refinement used at many art museums has merit. 

 

Not surprisingly, given decades of collecting and changes in collecting philosophies 

over time, some Smithsonian units have holdings that are not well-suited to their 

current missions and programs.  In some cases, these holdings may be substantial — a 

case in point being the 7.3 million revenue stamps the National Postal Museum is 

processing for disposal.  The opportunity costs of maintaining unsuitable materials can 

be large, and may include restricting the acquisition of more desirable items and 

hampering care of core collections by consuming space and other resources.   

 

The OP&A study team believes the time is right for units to carefully review their 

holdings with an eye to identifying materials that are less significant or less relevant to 

their missions, programs, and patterns of collections use.  In light of available 

resources for collections care and access, some units may find they would benefit from 

a one-time divestiture that brings collections into closer alignment with current needs 

and circumstances.  In addition, the transfer of holdings to organizations around the 

country that can provide better care and access is surely preferable, if the alternative is 

maintaining these holdings in unacceptable conditions or inaccessible storage at the 

Smithsonian.   

 

The study team recognizes that realigning collections with current missions, priorities, 

programs, and resource realities will be a costly, long-term undertaking for some units.  

Where units find that a major realignment would be advantageous from the 

perspectives of access and responsible collections management, the Smithsonian may 

need to request a block of special funds for this task, to be available over a number of 
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years — similar to what is currently being provided for facilities maintenance.  If 

sufficient congressional appropriations and private donations are not forthcoming, 

units might consider a temporary reallocation of resources from other activities or the 

transfer of secondary collections to less expensive, long-term offsite storage.    

 

Such a realignment and divestiture will generate controversy.  Opponents might argue 

that it amounts to an abrogation of the public trust and would tarnish the 

Smithsonian’s reputation among donors.  However, evidence from both the 

Smithsonian and other museums — notably The Henry Ford in Michigan and 

Glenbow in Canada — suggests that the public, donors, and other stakeholders are 

willing to accept major disposals when the process is grounded in a legitimate rationale, 

carefully explained to stakeholders, conducted openly and in accordance with 

professional standards, and, where appropriate, used to transfer collections to other 

organizations that offer public access.  One reason for this acceptance of disposals is a 

general recognition that museums must manage scarce resources wisely to ensure 

future viability and continued service to the public. 

 

It can be further argued that public accountability not only allows, but requires such a 

realignment and divestiture.  In the judgment of the OP&A study team, holding 

collections that are irrelevant to a unit’s mission, priorities, and programs, that cannot 

be properly cared for or made accessible, or that drain resources from core collections 

and programs — especially when other public trust organizations might have an 

interest in holding these collections — may also be an abrogation of the public trust. 

 

A one-time realignment involving a significant number of collection holdings will 

require a strong and long-term commitment from central and unit leadership — 

particularly if the initiative requires major reallocations of resources or generates 

controversy.   

 

resources 
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Professional standards for collections care rise over time, in part as a result of advances 

in knowledge and technology and of shifts in the uses of collections.  This constant 

change in standards, combined with the continuing growth of collections, means that 

the level of resources — funds, human capital, storage facilities, information 

technology, and supplies and equipment — required for sound collections 

management is always a moving target.  However, it is possible to identify areas where 

a lack of resources is having detrimental effects on Smithsonian collections and their 

management. 

 

 

finances 
 

 

 

Although the Smithsonian spends more on collections care than on other 

programmatic activities except research, funds at many units fall short of what is 

needed to maintain collections adequately.  It is unlikely that the Congress will provide 

all the funds required to bring ongoing collections management up to desired levels.  

Indeed, the Congress may not even provide sufficient funds for priority projects such 

as the completion of basic inventories and collections profiles, development of unit 

central CISs, and review and realignment of collections.   

 

Additional funds must therefore come from fundraising in the private sector, and from 

cost recovery measures — that is, user fees that cover some part of the costs of 

providing access to collections.  The OP&A study team believes that there is 

significant potential for private sector fundraising for specific collections management 

projects, despite a widely-held myth to the contrary.  However, neither the central 

administration nor the individual collecting units have engaged in major efforts to 

solicit philanthropic funds for collections management, other than for acquisitions.   
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The extent to which cost recovery might generate an income stream for collecting 

units has not been well-studied.  While lending is a seemingly logical area in which to 

recover costs, collecting units typically are reluctant to charge fees other than those 

required to cover direct expenses, because they benefit from a quid pro quo when they 

borrow.  Fees for services such as photographing artifacts or copying documents are 

more common, but the potential for generating revenue through such fees is not clear.  

A related issue at the Smithsonian is that the fees for similar services vary significantly 

across units, leading to confusion and perceptions of arbitrariness and inequity.  A 

question is whether the Smithsonian should have an Institution-wide policy on 

collections-related fees. 

 

If units carry out the one-time realignment of collections discussed above, some may 

have items of sufficient value to justify disposal by sale.  The Smithsonian’s policy is 

that both the principal generated by sales of collection items, and any interest accruing 

from that principal, must be used exclusively for acquisitions — that is, they may not 

be used for other collections management activities such as care.7  Some non-

Smithsonian museums, however, do use the interest (but not the principal) from such 

sales for collections care.  The OP&A study team sees merit in reviewing Smithsonian 

policy on the use of such interest revenue for collections care.     

 

 

human resources 
 

 

The OP&A study team’s greatest concern in the area of collections resources  is the 

number of collections management personnel.  In recent years some units have 

experienced a steep decline in the number of those personnel, especially for collections 

care, despite steady or growing workloads.  Collections care personnel in lower grades 

account for most of the decline.  The cutbacks have forced remaining staff to scramble 

to stay on top of their primary work, while taking on new responsibilities from 

                                                          
7 Units may use proceeds to cover the costs of deaccessions and disposals where they relate to future 
acquisitions. 
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departing staff.  In some cases, the result has been that staff have not been able to 

undertake important activities — such as processing outgoing loans, providing onsite 

access to collections for visiting researchers, and addressing backlogs in collections 

processing and documentation — in timely fashion, if at all.   

 

The OP&A study team believes day-to-day workloads, let alone accumulated work that 

has remained undone for many years, may be reaching unsustainable levels for many 

personnel.  There are only two broad options for addressing this problem in the long 

run: increasing staff resources (employees, contract staff, and volunteers); or reducing 

workloads (with implications for paring collections, providing fewer services to users, 

or accepting lower standards of collections care).  Given the importance of the 

Smithsonian’s collections to the nation and its obligation to protect them and make 

them accessible, the former course is clearly preferable. 

 

The OP&A study team estimates that Smithsonian collecting units have an immediate 

need for approximately 100 additional full-time equivalent (FTE) collections care staff 

(both employees and contract staff, as needed), at an annual cost of approximately $4.0 

million,8 to bring collections up to an appropriate standard of care.  By FY2010, the 

units will need approximately 65 additional FTEs, at an annual cost of approximately 

$2.6 million (2003 dollars).  Some of the priority collections management projects 

discussed above may require additional research and information technology staff as 

well — although in some cases, existing staff can be reassigned to these tasks.  Some 

increases in information technology staff for CIS improvements have already been 

planned. 

 

Maintaining collections care staff at appropriate levels will require a reduction in the 

rate at which collections care personnel are choosing to leave their jobs, which can 

only be achieved by improving the professional status of collections care workers.  

                                                          
8 The cost estimate is based on the assumption that the average new FTE will have a salary of $29,894 
with 30 percent benefits, and will use $800 worth of equipment and supplies per year.  The salary 
calculation assumes that 60 percent of new employees will be grades GS 5-7, 30 percent will be GS 8-10, 
and 10 percent will be GS 11-13.  Source: Smithsonian Institution, Committee on Compensation and 
Human Resources, The Smithsonian Workforce: Challenges for the 21st Century, n.d. 
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Currently, there is limited potential for promotion and advancement within the 

collections care area, in comparison with the collections research area.  The OP&A 

study team believes that the federal personnel grading system contributes to this 

situation, and that the growing professionalization of the collections care field requires 

changes to this system.  Options such as “broadbanding” and creating new job 

classifications might be considered, even if they would mean major changes in the 

Smithsonian personnel system.  It would be worthwhile to consider requesting from 

the Office of Personnel Management the authority to develop and apply job 

classifications and series for federal employees specific to Smithsonian collections 

management functions.  Such categories could then be applied to trust employees as 

well.   

 

Not only do several units need more collections management personnel, but the 

required skill sets have changed as technology has changed.  The Smithsonian has 

generally not offered formal training in database management and other skills that are 

rapidly becoming part of the collections management profession.  Formal training — 

rather than the informal training that currently predominates —  would better assist 

staff in coping with the blurring of work roles now characteristic of collections 

management jobs.  This is especially so in light of the impending loss of  
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institutional memory that will occur as a large cohort of senior personnel begins to 

retire in the next few years.9    

 

Loans from Smithsonian collections are currently a priority of the central 

administration, and staff shortages have slowed the units’ ability to process requests.  

Loans to affiliates raise special issues because of the additional time, effort, and 

resources they typically require.  The OP&A study team questions whether the units 

can accomplish the goal of getting more of the Smithsonian’s objects out into 

America’s museums and communities without additional personnel.  It must also 

question whether this goal, however worthy in its own right, should at this time have 

higher priority than pressing tasks such as developing CISs, inventorying and profiling 

collections, and bringing collections care up to a higher standard.  

 

 

storage 
 

 

 

OP&A data from FY2000 revealed, troublingly, that Smithsonian units overall judged 

approximately one third of their storage space to be below acceptable quality.  The 

extent of the problem, however, varied significantly among the units, and for some, the 

situation had improved by the time of the follow-up OP&A FY2003 survey.  In 

addition, the Smithsonian was working on several near-term options at the time the 

research phase of this study was completed, such as the Pod 5 facility10 at Suitland, to 

accommodate recognized storage needs.   

 

                                                          
9 In May 2004, Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO), located in Alexandria, Virginia, 
completed a study entitled “Smithsonian-Specific Strategic Human Capital and Workforce Re-
structuring Plan (SHCWRP): Project Roadmap.”  The objective of the effort was to develop a guide for 
strategic human capital and workforce structuring.  Although the study did not single out collections 
staff per se, it discussed the need to conduct workforce and gap analyses of mission-critical functions.  It 
also recommended the development of a compensation system better aligned with the Smithsonian’s 
strategies and needs, and elaborated on the necessity of strengthening training policies and programs.  
These and other recommendations are closely related to issues addressed in this study. 
10 “Pod” is a term used with reference to certain buildings at the Smithsonian’s Suitland, Maryland 
complex.  Pod 5 is specifically designed to house NMNH collections that are stored in alcohol. 
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One option that was not under formal consideration — but which the OP&A study 

team considers worthy of serious attention — is the development of a state-of-the-art 

federal interagency natural history research and collections facility on the Beltsville, 

Maryland property of the Agricultural Research Service of the US Department of 

Agriculture.  Such a facility, which has been under discussion for decades within the 

federal natural history collecting community, would provide consolidated storage for 

NMNH collections (as well as the collections of other federal agencies), integrated 

with laboratories and work space.  The quality and quantity of scientific space in this 

proposed facility would far exceed what is possible in the Smithsonian’s Natural 

History Building and Suitland facilities, even with the proposed extensive renovations 

to the former and the addition of Pod 5 to the latter.  (In particular, the configuration 

and national landmark status of the Natural History Building preclude, or render 

prohibitively expensive, some highly desirable upgrades of the collections and research 

space there.)  A side benefit of an interagency facility would be to free up quality 

storage space at Suitland that could be used to serve the needs of other Smithsonian 

units.  Moreover, such a project fits well with the emphasis the executive and legislative 

branches are now placing on greater collaboration among federal agencies.  The 

OP&A study team recognizes that such a project would involve lengthy and complex 

negotiations among federal agencies, and would demand flexibility, analytical support, 

and educational efforts aimed at policy makers, potential users, and the public. 

 

In general, long-term storage needs can be met in three ways:  

 

 Continued improvements in the efficiency with which existing space is used 

(such as compact shelving); 

 

 Acquisition of additional space (either new construction, purchase of existing 

space, or leasing); and/or  

 

 Management of acquisitions and disposals so that the space requirements of 

collections grow at a manageable rate. 
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All three of these strategies will surely figure in any long-term plan for collections 

storage.  However, it should be stressed that the OP&A study team does not consider 

leasing to be a desirable long-term solution.  Unfortunately, when leasing is used as a 

short-term fix — which often happens, owing to budgetary realities — the leases tend 

to stretch into the longer term.  Not only does evidence suggest that leased facilities 

are typically the most costly option when considered over a 30-year life cycle, but 

leased space is almost always of lower quality than Smithsonian-owned space, even 

after costly upgrades.  The Smithsonian needs to make a business case to the Congress 

and donors for the cost-effectiveness of constructing new storage facilities or 

purchasing suitable existing facilities. 

 

In the course of this study, the OP&A study team noted that the Smithsonian often 

deferred decisions about storage space until a foreseeable need had become a crisis, a 

strategy that greatly narrows options and raises costs.  There is a need for more long-

term, proactive Institution-wide planning of storage space that allows priorities to be 

set, common interests to be identified, multiple options to be considered, and timely, 

cost-effective solutions to be found.   

 

 

information technology 
 

 

Establishment of the Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) and preparation 

of the Smithsonian Information Technology Plan (SITP) for FY2002–FY2007 have 

led to major advances in rationalizing investment in information technology at the 

Smithsonian.  Smithsonian collecting units have recognized the importance of 

information technology to collections management and access, and many have made 

progress in developing a central electronic CIS with at least basic records.  Others, 

however, have been struggling to implement a central CIS.  As noted, the OP&A study 

team considers the development of such a system at all units to be a high priority. 
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overall conclusions 
 
 
 

Two of the principal questions this study seeks to answer are how well the 

Smithsonian has done with its collections obligations, and what the answer means for 

collections management in the future.  The study team’s findings suggest a range of 

answers.   

 

 Access presents a mixed picture.  As noted, some units with smaller collections 

have virtually complete electronic catalogues, often with enriched 

documentation.  Others have not yet developed an accessible central electronic 

catalogue or even a complete inventory of their holdings. 

 

 With respect to care of collections, some units have performed admirably —most 

notably the art museums.  However, others have performed less well, even 

taking into account differences in scale and current efforts to resolve 

difficulties. 

 

 In the case of collections development, most units could be doing more to ensure 

the relevance of collections to their mission and programs.  Too often, the 

rationale for holding particular collections is unclear or unpersuasive, and 

linkages between collections and other programs are not always obvious.  

Some units appear to have holdings that are not suitable, given current 

standards, missions, programs, and resources.  Further, units have not 

adequately explored alternatives to the norms of independent collecting and 

sole ownership.   

 

 At many units, resources (most notably staff) are not adequate to meet day-to-

day collections management responsibilities or to address accumulated 

problems in areas such as cataloguing, conservation, and access.  
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Collections must continue to be a core priority for the Smithsonian.  But other 

important priorities exist, too, especially research and exhibitions.  Nevertheless, the 

OP&A study team believes that Smithsonian management has an obligation not to permit conditions 

to reach a point where collections are placed in jeopardy.  Some units may already be in that 

situation, or soon will find themselves there.  Although Smithsonian management is 

moving on many fronts to address the problems, it will need to do more.   

 

Many of the current problems with Smithsonian collections cannot be laid at the 

doorstep of current management.  The problems have been building for decades.  

Current management is, however, responsible for their redress, and its request for this 

study was a critical, necessary first step.  The results can serve as a guide for further 

steps toward management excellence in the collections arena.  Some problems will 

require considerable resources to address; others can be tackled through better 

management of resources. 

 

 

strategic guidance 

 
 

 

Inadequate guidance lies at the heart of many collections problems.  The OP&A study 

team identified three key areas of collections management that would benefit from 

clearer guidance from central Smithsonian leadership. 

 

First, there is confusion over the meaning and therefore the nature of national collections at the 

Smithsonian overall and, to varying degrees, at the individual collecting units.  What are the 

collecting roles of the Smithsonian’s national museums, archives, and libraries?  Are 

they the primary custodians of the nation’s cultural and natural heritage, or should they 

see themselves as part of a network of organizations that collectively ensure the 

preservation of that heritage?  What should the Smithsonian acquire?  One particular 

concern of the OP&A study team is the continued ability of the Smithsonian to serve 

as the repository for federal natural history collections in the absence of adequate 
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congressional funds or internal resources to manage them.  Given the rate at which 

species are disappearing, what is the Smithsonian’s role in ensuring adequate collecting 

to preserve evidence of vanishing species?  Similarly, what is its responsibility for 

collections orphaned by other US collecting units? 

 

Second, the importance of collections at the Smithsonian relative to other programs and activities is 

not clear.  Units will likely be reluctant to focus on deficiencies in collections 

management without a clear indication that this is a high Institutional priority. 

 

Third, in an environment of constrained resources — a situation that the OP&A study 

team does not expect to change in the foreseeable future — it is no longer possible to 

continue conducting business as usual.  The Smithsonian will need to pursue less traditional 

approaches, such as sharing collecting and stewardship responsibilities with other organizations.  

Guidance on how best to leverage opportunities for sharing collections management 

responsibilities is necessary.     

 

 

long-term planning by the units 

 
 

 

Every Smithsonian collecting unit has collections policies and plans, but they generally 

do not provide practical guidance, such as clear priorities.  In some cases, they have 

not been updated for many years.  The latest revision of SD 600 requires long-term 

collections management planning, and implementation of this requirement is a top 

priority.  The OP&A study team believes each unit should formulate a comprehensive 

collections management plan that covers the universe of collections-specific functions 

such as collections development, care, documentation, provision of access, staffing, 

and development of policy.  Other more detailed plans specific to particular functions, 

such as digitization, cyclical inventories, and preservation, should flow from and 

support the comprehensive unit collections management plan.   
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The following are necessary elements in an effective collections management plan: 

 

 Overarching conceptual directions that frame and integrate all programs within 

individual units.   

 

 Definition of the role and priority of collections relative to a unit’s mission and 

other programs.   

 

 Resolution of longstanding collections management deficiencies — such as 

inventory and cataloguing backlogs, items awaiting disposal, and inadequate 

storage — and creating procedures for preventing their recurrence. 

 

 Formulation of long-term responses to resource shortfalls — or, to put it 

another way, developing collections management plans that are consistent with 

resources.   

 

 Delineation of specific, prioritized performance objectives; practical unit 

performance measures to gauge progress; and a realistic timetable for achieving 

milestones, particularly the resolution of identified problems. 

 

 Regular review and revision of plans to address inevitable changes.   
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decision making 
 

  

 

The OP&A study team believes some characteristics of decision making on collections 

management at the Smithsonian have contributed significantly to the problems.   

 

 Difficult and perhaps unpopular decisions needed to accommodate resource realities often have 

not been made in a timely manner, if at all.  Although collections responsibilities 

have clearly exceeded the resources available to support them for many years, 

new programs have routinely been initiated that exacerbate the situation.  As 

part of planning, collecting units should realistically assess their collections 

management priorities and ensure that the resources required to carry them out 

are available, even if this means putting other activities on hold so that 

resources can be shifted.   

 

 A lack of the information essential for sound decision making has been commonplace.  Most 

critically, some units have not developed full inventories of their holdings, or 

conducted condition assessments to inform them about the content and 

conservation needs of their collections. 

 

 Stove-piped decision making has tended to further the interests of individual 

curatorial/scientific departments and staff, rather than the collecting unit or the 

Smithsonian as a whole. 

 

 A focus on immediate needs and issues without due consideration for long-term implications 

has contributed to the imbalance between collections management responsibilities and 

resources.  An example is the leasing of storage space as a solution to pressing 

storage needs, which typically results in lower quality, higher cost space.  

Collections management involves long-term obligations that require a long-

term perspective.  

organizational structure 
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The OP&A study team does not believe most collections management problems are 

the result of the existing organizational structure, so much as how that structure is 

managed.  In particular, insularity has resulted in missed opportunities to leverage 

resources through joint activities, both within the Smithsonian and with external 

organizations.  The major exception is the Smithsonian’s science museums and 

research centers, whose internal and external collaboration offers a model for units in 

other fields. 

 

At the same time, the OP&A study team believes the structure of pan-Institutional 

collections management support can be strengthened, because issues do arise that 

merit deliberation at both the central and unit levels.  One example is shared storage 

space, particularly with regard to specialized facilities such as cold storage.   

 

NCP occupies a key pan-Institutional position that bears enhancing in three areas.  Its 

information-sharing role can usefully be reinforced to include a comprehensive central 

repository of information on collections management practices and resources, pulled 

from both Smithsonian and external sources.  Its internal advocacy role for collections can 

be augmented to enable it to better identify Institution-wide concerns and coordinate 

initiatives to address them.  And its limited monitoring role can be expanded to include 

formal reviews of unit collections management policy and plans, verification of 

information from the units, collection of additional information, and oversight of the 

remediation of problems.  Given the diversity of the units in terms of missions, 

collections, programs, and collections management needs, NCP would need to work 

closely in the above roles with the Under Secretaries and the units.  Changes in the 

roles of NCP could usefully be included in SD 600 and the accompanying 

Implementation Manual. 

 

Finally, collections management across the Smithsonian would benefit from the 

establishment of a Smithsonian Collections Advisory Committee to formalize 

coordination and communication among the units and to address pan-Institutional 
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issues.  Optimally, the committee would be composed of senior unit representatives, 

such as the associate directors for collections, and would be chaired and administered 

by the NCP coordinator.  Such a committee is set forth in the draft SD 600 

Implementation Manual, and the OP&A study team believes it is worth establishing.   

 

 

professional culture 
 

 

 

Many of the Smithsonian’s collections management weaknesses stem from a 

professional culture ill-suited to present realities.  This culture places a far higher 

priority on scholarship and research than on care and access.  Further, there is an 

insistence upon autonomy that allows departments to operate with minimal attention 

to one another, the unit or the Smithsonian as a whole, and the wider collecting 

community.  

 

Further, the professional culture at the Smithsonian embraces two prominent myths 

that strongly contribute to resistance to change: “the public and donors will not 

tolerate disposals” and “no one will give money for collections management.”  To the 

contrary, the findings of this study indicate that stakeholders are receptive to well-

reasoned and transparent disposals that support sound unit management overall, and 

that donors will support collections management when an effective case is made. 
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accountability 
 

 

Accountability for collections management is weak at the Smithsonian, in part because 

no single entity at the central level oversees this area.  NCP is currently limited to 

informal advising and reporting.  While the Under Secretaries have greater authority, 

collections management has not been a high priority at this level.  Ideally, 

accountability would entail central review of unit collections-related plans, as well as 

the performance of senior management.  Performance could also be bolstered by 

creating incentives for senior managers to meet or exceed targets.   

 

 

recommendations 
 
 

 

 

national roles 
 

 

 

 In accordance with SD 600,11 each unit director, using the unit’s collections 

management policy and collecting plan, shall have responsibility for defining 

the unit’s national collection role, within the Institution’s national collecting 

roles.  As situations require, Smithsonian senior management (Deputy 

Secretary, Under Secretaries, and directors of collecting units) will interpret SD 

600 for additional guidance, consistent with accreditation and professional 

standards.  The following questions may apply: 

 

 The meaning of “national” with respect to the unit’s collections.  For 

example, what is the unit’s national collecting role?  What cultural, 

artistic, natural, and other evidence should it protect for future 
                                                          

11 The term “SD 600” is used to include Smithsonian Directive 600 and its companion SD 600 
Implementation Manual. 
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generations?  What is its responsibility for collecting rapidly vanishing 

species and for collections orphaned by other US collecting units?  

What is its context with relation to other similar or complementary 

collecting entities? 

 

 The relative priority of collections and their management with respect 

to other unit major programs and activities. 

 

 

use and access 
 

 

 

 Smithsonian senior management (Deputy Secretary, Under Secretaries, and 

directors of collecting units) shall: 

 

 Establish a Smithsonian-wide policy for electronic access to collections 

information consistent with SD 600.  

 

 Assign responsibility to OCIO to develop a central portal for access to 

collections information across Smithsonian collecting units. 

 

 Develop related goals, objectives, and performance measures, and 

incorporate them into the Smithsonian strategic and annual 

performance plans.  

 

 Each collecting unit shall establish, within the framework of central policy on 

digitization and electronic access, a unit collections digitization plan, based on 

uses and users.  The plan shall include priorities, guidance on the information 

content appropriate to different users, goals and objectives for electronic 

access, targets for digitization, and a timeline for implementation.  The plan 

shall be consistent with the unit strategic plan and with SD 600.  
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 The Smithsonian shall foster collaboration on electronic access, internally and 

externally.  Specific priorities include:  

 

 Creation of a single Smithsonian portal to facilitate searches across all 

Smithsonian collections databases.  

 

 Participation in cooperative arrangements with consortia and 

interagency forums such as biodiversity networks.  

 

 Linkages with external databases and participation in portals that 

connect the Smithsonian and external organizations.  

 

 

collections care 
 

 
 
 

 The Smithsonian shall implement minimum standards for inventories, 

profiling, and significance assessments in SD 600, to serve as a framework for 

the development of unit-specific standards.  

 

 To ensure preservation of its collections, each unit shall, in accordance with the 

minimum Smithsonian standards established for each task:  

 

 Establish and implement an inventory process and written cyclical 

inventory plan appropriate to the character and size of the unit’s 

collections. 

 

 Profile its collections, and prepare an action plan to address 

deficiencies and to prevent their recurrence. 
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 Conduct a significance assessment of its collections and categorize 

collections by level of significance with respect to appropriate 

parameters, such as the unit’s purpose, mission and programs, its users, 

and the ability of collections to support its interpretative goals.  

 

 

acquisition and disposal 
 

 

 

 Each unit shall develop a long-term collecting plan that provides a framework 

for making acquisition and disposal decisions. The collecting plan shall:  

 

 Flow from the unit’s mission and strategic plan.  

 

 Be practical, operational, and aligned with resources.  

 

 Be based on comprehensive collections information, including 

inventory, profiling, and significance assessment information. 

 

 Clarify the priorities for collection uses.  

 

 Identify strengths, weaknesses, and gaps in existing collections to guide 

acquisition and disposal decisions.  

 

 Identify specific implementation strategies (including linkages with the 

unit’s other programs, opportunities for collaboration, and alternatives 

to traditional collecting), with target end dates, milestones, existing and 

required resources, and performance measures.  

 

 

resources 
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finances 

 

 The Office of External Affairs and unit development offices shall raise funds 

in the private sector for collections management.  

 

 OP&A shall conduct a study of collections management-related cost recovery 

to include consideration of a central cost recovery policy.  

 

 

human resources  

 

 As part of the response of the Office of Human Resources to the HumRRO 

report, a critical skills analysis for collections management (to include 

identification of critical functions, required core competencies, and staffing 

requirements) shall be conducted in conjunction with the units. 

 

 The Smithsonian shall increase the human resources devoted to the 

management of collections as soon as possible.  

 

 Training for collections management staff shall be aligned with the 

requirements of unit strategic plans, technology, professional standards, job 

descriptions, and assigned tasks.  

 

management 
 

 

 

long-term planning 

 

 Each unit shall address collections in its strategic plan, including: 
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 Role(s) of collections. 

 

 Priority of collections management relative to the unit’s other programs 

and functions. 

 

 Linkages and role of collections with the unit’s other programs and 

functions. 

 

 Ties with other Smithsonian and external organizations, including 

partnerships and collaborative arrangements. 

 

 Performance measures for collections management. 

 

 

organization 

 

 The Secretary shall strengthen pan-Institutional support for collections 

management by:  

 

 Expanding NCP’s role as advisor to senior management on collections 

management matters, as well as information sharing, internal advocacy, 

and monitoring of compliance with SD 600.  NCP’s monitoring role 

shall include assessment of unit self-evaluation reports to established 

goals and performance indicators, and follow-up through senior 

management to address identified deficiencies in collections 

management. 

 

 Establishing the Smithsonian Collections Advisory Committee, to be 

led by the National Collections Coordinator, to assist senior 

management in establishing a framework for setting Institutional 

priorities and meeting collections stewardship responsibilities.  
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accountability  

 

 Consistent with the unit strategic plan, unit directors shall actively manage the 

development, care, and accessibility of their collections, to include short- and 

long-term strategies, priorities, and initiatives, and set performance measures, 

targets, timelines, and end dates.  Priority objectives shall include: (1) aligning 

collections management with resources; (2) achieving compliance with SD 600, 

as revised to reflect minimum compliance standards; (3) addressing legacy and 

current problems; and (4) achieving performance goals.  

 

 Each unit shall adhere to minimum Institution-wide standards of collections 

management required for compliance with SD 600 (including a current 

collections management policy, collecting plan, inventory plan, and digitization 

plan) and develop related performance measures.  

 

 The Secretary shall ensure that collections management at all units meets 

professional standards and complies with SD 600 by incorporating collections-

specific measurement standards into the Smithsonian strategic and annual 

performance plans and into the performance plans of senior management 

(Deputy Secretary, Under Secretaries, and directors of collecting units).  
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	The museums, archives, libraries, and research facilities of the Smithsonian Institution hold one of the world’s largest collections of artifacts, specimens, documents, and other materials. 
	 
	A 
	ccording to Smithsonian National Collections Program (NCP) figures for fiscal year (FY) 2002,  museum collections held over 143.5 million objects; archive collections included about 164 million items and almost 7 million feet of film; and library collections comprised almost 1.5 million volumes.  Among the Smithsonian’s collections are treasures of inestimable value to science, culture, and the American people: unique biological type specimens, the Hope diamond, original manuscripts by Isaac Newton and Albert Einstein, works of art spanning modern West to ancient East, the Apollo 11 command module, the 1814 Star-Spangled Banner flag, the Wright Flyer — the list could go on and on.   
	 
	Stewardship of these collections is arguably the Smithsonian’s most fundamental responsibility.  In the fall of 2000, Secretary Lawrence Small asked the Office of Policy and Analysis (OP&A) to conduct a study of Smithsonian collections.  The purpose was to gather information, reach conclusions, and offer recommendations to support sound collections policy and management in several areas, including:   
	 
	 The role of collections at a “national” institution such as the Smithsonian  
	 Use and access  
	 Collections care  
	 Acquisition and disposal 
	 Resources.  
	  
	The study team also looked at other aspects of collections management such as planning and accountability.   
	  
	Following the research phase of this study, completed in the summer of 2003, the OP&A study team looked for common issues that appeared across much of the Institution.  The resulting conclusions and recommendations that appear in this report are necessarily broad and do not apply equally to every collecting unit at the Smithsonian.   However, they do offer ideas that all units, regardless of the current state of their collections, can use to assess and improve their collections management policies, planning, and processes.   
	 
	 
	national collections 
	 
	 
	 
	For Smithsonian collecting units, identifying their core national purpose can both provide a basis for assessing the appropriateness of current collections and guide future collecting.  Yet there is surprisingly little clarity, either within the Smithsonian or the wider museum community, about what a “national” role is or entails.   
	 
	In the course of the OP&A study team’s research, three dominant conceptions of a “national museum” emerged, each associated with a different concept of “national collections” (based on Wilson 1984, 54-58):  
	 
	 Encyclopedic national museums are international in scope.  They hold the great public collections that offer a sweeping view of humanity’s cultural achievements and scientific knowledge.  Examples of these museums include the British Museum, State Hermitage Museum, and Louvre. 
	 National identity museums are explicitly national in scope.  They hold collections that symbolically represent the history, culture, and values of a particular nation.  Examples include the Hungarian National Museum, National Museum of Helsinki, and National Museum of Ireland.  
	 
	 Subject specialist national museums serve an international audience, but have a narrower scope than encyclopedic museums.  They hold outstanding collections in specific areas of the arts, sciences, or culture.  Examples are the National Archaeological Museum in Athens, National Museum of Ethnology in Osaka, and Victoria and Albert Museum in London.  An important function of such museums is to support high-level scholarship.  
	 
	Awareness of how each Smithsonian collecting unit fits into such a schema can provide broad guidance for such tasks as developing collections, understanding core audiences, and prioritizing uses.  The OP&A study team’s suggestions for classifying Smithsonian collecting units are presented in the table below.  In part, the classifications are based on the units’ own mission statements and interviews with senior management at each unit.   
	 
	 
	 
	Smithsonian Collecting Units Classified by Type 
	 
	Encyclopedic
	National identity
	Subject specialist
	Smithsonian Institution
	AM/CAAHC
	AAA
	NMNH
	NMAH
	C-HNDM
	NZP
	NMAI
	FSG
	SIL
	NPG
	HMSG
	SAAM
	NASM
	NMAfA
	NPM
	SIA 
	Source: OP&A study team analysis. 
	The breadth and depth of Smithsonian collections in their entirety make the Institution as a whole one of the world’s great encyclopedic national collecting units.  However, each collecting unit must articulate its own core national purpose within the larger system.  Some units do appear to have an understanding of their national purpose, and manage their collections accordingly.  But others follow a less clear path — whether because they are uncertain as to their primary role, or because they are under pressure by stakeholders to move in multiple directions. 
	 
	 
	use and access 
	 
	 
	 
	In general, collections are used in four principal ways:  
	 
	 Display and exhibition   
	 Research and reference  
	 Education and interaction  
	 Symbolism. 
	 
	At the Smithsonian, the relative importance of these uses varies, depending on the collecting unit.  In line with differences in the primary uses of their collections, units have different user profiles.  For example, SIL collections mainly serve internal staff; NMNH collections are oriented toward the global scientific research community; and other units’ collections are oriented to the visiting public. 
	 
	Although collecting units have implicitly taken different positions with respect to the principal uses of their collections, most have not developed explicit statements of priorities.  The OP&A study team sees this as a matter for concern, because when priorities are not spelled out, scarce resources may be misallocated, and there is no formal basis for resolving conflicts (such as the tradeoff between lending and preservation).  Is it appropriate, for example, for a collecting unit with a predominantly research mission to shift substantial resources from collections care and research to public programs?   
	 
	The identification of priorities among uses also affects how units develop their collections.  For example, in a reference collection, practically anything that can be identified within the chosen subject area is a candidate for inclusion.  By contrast, if exhibition or symbolism is the primary use for a unit’s collections, acquisitions can be more selective, focusing on obtaining a few of the finest or most representative items. 
	 
	Use and access are inextricably related: the primary uses of a collection determine the appropriate means of providing access.  Providing access can be very expensive — particularly the space to display collections, the intellectual enhancement of collection records, and the provision of effective electronic access.  Thus, careful planning is essential, taking into account the units’ missions and user profiles and the personnel, storage, and digital resources available for the job.   
	 
	The digitization of collections and the creation of central electronic collections information systems (CISs) are critical steps toward wider, more user-friendly access, as well as improved collections management, and merit particular attention.  The following points should be noted in this connection: 
	 
	 The scale of potential digitization is vast, and the process of digitization is still in its early stages at many units.  In some cases the units have approached digitization unsystematically; they have not developed formal plans with clear goals and priorities, tied to users’ needs.  To digitize without such plans risks squandering resources on tasks of limited relevance, while more important ones go unmet.  Some Smithsonian units have made progress in this direction — such as NMNH, where management has assigned unambiguous priority to type collections.   All units would benefit from prioritization concerning which items to digitize, as well as practical guidelines on what information to include in digital records.   
	 
	 Electronic access to collections remains limited at the Institutional level and uneven across units.  Overall, electronic records exist for less than one fifth of the Institution’s collections, and less than one tenth are electronically accessible to the public.  While some units — particularly the art museums — have made great progress in digitizing their collections, others remain far from the goal of a full set of electronic records with basic, up-to-date information on what is in their collections.  Further, progress in the development of a comprehensive, well-functioning CIS has been uneven across units.  Indeed, at the time the research phase of this study was completed, digitization at one unit (NMAH) had practically come to a halt, and the unit was contemplating shutting down its CIS because of fears the system was becoming corrupted in the absence of adequate maintenance. 
	 
	 Online users of collections information are ill-served by the lack of a single point of entry, or portal, through which to access information across all Smithsonian collections.  Electronic access via the Web has been complicated by the confusing welter of websites created by individual units and offices.    
	 
	 Digitization and CIS development have had trouble competing for resources with other activities, such as exhibitions, education, and research.  If unit and central leadership do not make a clear commitment to pushing digitization and central CISs forward, resources will continue to go to more visible, longer established, or better articulated priorities, and progress is likely to be slow.   
	 
	 Although each unit must ultimately fashion its own digitization plan, opportunities exist for collaboration and leveraging of resources across units and with outside entities.  The units have generally not taken advantage of these opportunities.  Because digitization and electronic access can be very expensive, the units may be forgoing large benefits. 
	 
	An important first step is for the central administration to clarify, through policy and the Smithsonian’s strategic and annual performance plans, where digitization and CIS development fall on the list of Institutional priorities.  The central administration also needs to provide guidance on the goals of digitization, including what sort of online presence the Smithsonian should have.  Not only are the units more likely to develop and adhere to plans in these areas if directed to do so and held accountable for results, but the absence of clear guidance from the top may also be interpreted as suggesting that digitization and CIS development are low priorities.  Because of the importance of digitization and CIS development for both access and general collections management, the OP&A study team favors increasing the emphasis on them at this time, even if doing so requires some units to shift resources from other programs until they can demonstrate substantial progress in these areas. 
	 
	The OP&A study team also believes that a single portal that provides access to collections information across the Smithsonian should be a priority, because it would significantly enhance access by all types of users.  Aside from the technological requirements, implementing a single portal will require development and use by all units of a common Institution-wide thesaurus to facilitate database searches across all Smithsonian collections databases.   
	 collections care 
	 
	 
	 
	Proper care of collections and associated documentation is fundamentally important to their health, longevity, and usefulness.  However, collections care is also relatively invisible.  Because of this invisibility, the OP&A study team saw evidence that a faulty rationalization has taken hold in some units: it is acceptable to defer collections care activities in favor of activities with greater public visibility, because it will always be possible to return to the deferred tasks later.  This rationalization appears plausible because skipping routine inventories or condition assessments, storing collections more densely, and generally cutting corners on collections care typically have no immediate negative effects and do not result in public outcry.  In reality, however, the opportunity to return to deferred tasks rarely arises, and eventually the deferred work reaches a level that is overwhelming.  Moreover, the longer collections care falls below optimal levels, the more difficult it is to know what the effects are.  For example, if a unit does not have a complete inventory or has not carried out a condition assessment for a decade, it has no objective way of knowing what is happening to its collections. 
	 
	At the Smithsonian, the state of collections care is mixed.  Within the broad parameters of Smithsonian Directive 600 (SD 600) Collections Management — the principal policy guiding collections management — units are free to set their own standards and allocate resources.  The SD 600 Implementation Manual, in draft form at the time the research phase of this study was completed, is comprehensive and meticulous in its listing of issues to be considered, but it, too, offers the units wide latitude in interpretation.  Thus, the level of attention devoted to collections care largely comes down to the priorities of unit directors. 
	 
	The OP&A study team sees a need for NCP, working with representatives of the units, to clearly define minimum standards of care for compliance with SD 600 for particular types of collections, and for NCP to monitor whether the units are maintaining those standards.  Those standards would usefully include parameters for inventories, profiling, and significance assessments.   Further, if a unit cannot maintain a collection at the minimum standard, the study team believes it is appropriate to ask whether that collection should be transferred to an organization better able to care for it.     
	 
	In general, improving the state of collections care needs to start with full knowledge of what is in the collections — a complete inventory — and a system of triage whereby a unit can focus resources on areas of greatest urgency or importance.  The Smithsonian is currently participating in the first Heritage Health Index survey, sponsored by Heritage Preservation and the Institute for Museum and Library Services.  Intended to gather baseline data on the state of museum, library, archive, and historical society collections nationwide, the survey promises to provide useful information about the condition and preservation needs of Smithsonian collections, relative to similar collections at other organizations.   
	 
	Profiling is a valuable tool that some Smithsonian units have used to assess the state of their collections and identify which objects are most in need of resources.  Even where resources are too tight to permit profiling all of a unit’s collections, it may be possible to focus initially on the “hot spots” — the collections where problems are most numerous or severe.  NMNH has been a leader in developing practical methods of profiling, and its system is now considered best practice.  The NMNH profiling system, which it initiated 20 years ago with the entomology collections, aims to obtain a measure that allows objective comparison of care needs across collections, so that collections care resources can be efficiently allocated.  The principle areas of measurement are:   
	 
	  Conservation (whether the physical state of items is unstable; degraded but stable; stable and not degraded; or optimal).  
	 
	 Processing (whether items are unprocessed; sorted but not accessioned and/or labeled; or fully processed with accurate and complete archival labels).  
	 
	 Storage (whether a building/room or storage equipment is substandard or museum-quality).  
	 
	 Arrangement (whether items are not arranged; arranged but needing improvement; or fully arranged). 
	 
	 Identification (whether items are not identified; identified to the gross level; identified to a useful level; identified to an accepted standard; or identified by an expert). 
	 
	 Inventory (whether items are not inventoried; inventoried at the collection level; or completely inventoried). 
	 
	The Smithsonian Center for Materials Research and Education (SCMRE) has also experimented with a profiling system, the Preservation Priority Data Base.  SIA has refined SCMRE’s system to include seven physical parameters, together with significance and use.  SIA has become the leader for profiling within the Institution’s archives community.   
	 
	The OP&A study team believes it is unacceptable for the Smithsonian to allow collections care at any of its units to deteriorate to the point where collections are in jeopardy.  However, the study team found that some collecting units face acute and sometimes longstanding problems in two principal areas of collections care: information (a lack of complete and accurate information on the content and condition of collections) and storage (including space shortages and poor quality space, equipment, and supplies).  Among Smithsonian museums, the most troubling case is NMAH.  The study team is concerned that the problems at NMAH have reached a magnitude that transcends patchwork solutions and requires serious attention in the near term. 
	 
	 
	acquisition and disposal 
	 
	 
	 
	The purpose of collections development is to shape collections that support a unit’s mission, goals, and programs.  The traditional tools of collections development are acquisition and disposal.  The size of collections at some units presently exceeds the capacity of the unit to provide adequate care and access.  Continued expansion of collections, even at a low rate, will exacerbate the problem unless resources for collections are substantially increased, which is not likely in the foreseeable future.  Further, collections at a number of units are not well-configured to support these units’ other programs or goals.  
	 
	The Smithsonian culture that underpins collections development has compounded these problems.  Two elements of this culture are worth noting.  First, there is a strongly held perception at many units that disposal is to be avoided.  Second, academic insularity is evident in many Smithsonian departments and divisions.  The latter has created a tendency to collect based on individual, departmental, and divisional agendas, inhibited the integration of collections with other programs, and hindered both cross-disciplinary collections development and collaboration on collecting with other departments, units, and external organizations.  
	 
	The OP&A study team identified two main areas where changes might serve to strengthen collections development as a management tool: guidance and decision making.  In addition, the study team believes that a number of units would likely benefit from a realignment of their collections relative to current missions, goals, programs, and resources.   
	 
	 
	guidance 
	  
	 
	 
	Unit-level collections development policies and planning are inadequate for guiding acquisition decisions in a resource-constrained environment.  They tend to be either narrowly focused on detailed operational procedures or impractically broad brush.  (In fairness, collections development policies and plans have traditionally not been intended to provide anything more than a general framework.) 
	 
	The collecting plan detailed in the draft SD 600 Implementation Manual contains many of the elements that the OP&A study team regards as essential to effective collections development planning, such as elaborating how collections should be integrated with other programs, reviewing opportunities for collaboration with internal and external collecting organizations, and calling for regular reviews and updates of plans.  Other key elements of a unit-level collecting plan include: 
	 
	 Clarifying a unit’s predominant museum type and the role of its collections, to provide context for decision making; 
	 
	 Identifying a viable size and composition of collections, relative to resources;  
	 
	 Identifying the collections that are core to a unit’s mission and goals, as well as those that are less relevant or suitable, and might be divested;   
	 
	 Reviewing the holdings of other Smithsonian and external collecting units to avoid duplication and identify opportunities for collaboration; 
	 
	 Considering greater use of alternatives to traditional collecting, such as long-term loans and shared ownership; and 
	 
	 Setting priorities and targets for acquisitions and disposals, and creating performance measures to gauge progress.   
	 
	Additional central Smithsonian guidance on collecting would be useful in some areas.  For example, there appears to be an urgent global need to collect natural history specimens extensively in the face of the destruction of biodiversity.  This issue might argue for a temporary shift of resources within NMNH — or an infusion of resources from the central administration — to allow the museum to collect more aggressively.  The OP&A study team also believes the mandate that the Smithsonian serve as the repository for federal natural history collections merits discussion and updated policy guidance.  Given the scarcity of resources, if the Congress wants the Smithsonian to be the steward of federal collections, it needs to provide more explicit guidance on natural history collecting by federal agencies, and to ensure a level of funding commensurate with the role it wants the Smithsonian to play.  Such policy guidance is more urgent in the current environment, in which natural history collections may have a direct relationship to national interests such as security and the economy.  
	 
	 
	decision making 
	  
	 
	Smithsonian collecting units have made noteworthy efforts to establish more rigorous processes for decision making on collections development.  However, there is room for further improvement.  Decision making benefits from a detailed unit collecting plan that addresses the shaping of a unit’s collections through both acquisitions and disposals.  Key considerations in a unit collecting plan are: 
	 
	 The results of a complete inventory of collections, which is the necessary foundation for good decisions.  A strong case can be made for suspending most collections development activities until such an inventory is complete.     
	 
	 Collections uses, particularly research and exhibitions. 
	 
	 Clear, unit-specific criteria with which to assess the relative significance of existing holdings and potential acquisitions.  
	 
	 Alternative and nontraditional means of accomplishing an end.  In an environment of scarce resources, arrangements other than outright ownership may often prove attractive. 
	 
	 Assessment of whether particular items should be part of accession collections, held in non-accession collections, or divested, based in part on such factors as the items’ significance, use, and life-cycle resource requirements.  
	 
	Decision making on collections development would also benefit from an opportunity cost approach,  which accounts for the full life-cycle costs of acquiring and maintaining new objects, as well as holding inappropriate objects, and on alternative uses of the funds. 
	 
	 
	 a one-time realignment effort 
	  
	 
	The decline in the rate of acquisitions at many units — which reflects an increasingly rigorous approach to acquisitions — is a positive trend.  Nevertheless, there will always be a need for deaccessioning and disposal.  The OP&A study team believes disposal is a positive tool for collections development and that the approach of ongoing collections refinement used at many art museums has merit. 
	 
	Not surprisingly, given decades of collecting and changes in collecting philosophies over time, some Smithsonian units have holdings that are not well-suited to their current missions and programs.  In some cases, these holdings may be substantial — a case in point being the 7.3 million revenue stamps the National Postal Museum is processing for disposal.  The opportunity costs of maintaining unsuitable materials can be large, and may include restricting the acquisition of more desirable items and hampering care of core collections by consuming space and other resources.   
	 
	The OP&A study team believes the time is right for units to carefully review their holdings with an eye to identifying materials that are less significant or less relevant to their missions, programs, and patterns of collections use.  In light of available resources for collections care and access, some units may find they would benefit from a one-time divestiture that brings collections into closer alignment with current needs and circumstances.  In addition, the transfer of holdings to organizations around the country that can provide better care and access is surely preferable, if the alternative is maintaining these holdings in unacceptable conditions or inaccessible storage at the Smithsonian.   
	 
	The study team recognizes that realigning collections with current missions, priorities, programs, and resource realities will be a costly, long-term undertaking for some units.  Where units find that a major realignment would be advantageous from the perspectives of access and responsible collections management, the Smithsonian may need to request a block of special funds for this task, to be available over a number of years — similar to what is currently being provided for facilities maintenance.  If sufficient congressional appropriations and private donations are not forthcoming, units might consider a temporary reallocation of resources from other activities or the transfer of secondary collections to less expensive, long-term offsite storage.    
	 
	Such a realignment and divestiture will generate controversy.  Opponents might argue that it amounts to an abrogation of the public trust and would tarnish the Smithsonian’s reputation among donors.  However, evidence from both the Smithsonian and other museums — notably The Henry Ford in Michigan and Glenbow in Canada — suggests that the public, donors, and other stakeholders are willing to accept major disposals when the process is grounded in a legitimate rationale, carefully explained to stakeholders, conducted openly and in accordance with professional standards, and, where appropriate, used to transfer collections to other organizations that offer public access.  One reason for this acceptance of disposals is a general recognition that museums must manage scarce resources wisely to ensure future viability and continued service to the public. 
	 
	It can be further argued that public accountability not only allows, but requires such a realignment and divestiture.  In the judgment of the OP&A study team, holding collections that are irrelevant to a unit’s mission, priorities, and programs, that cannot be properly cared for or made accessible, or that drain resources from core collections and programs — especially when other public trust organizations might have an interest in holding these collections — may also be an abrogation of the public trust. 
	 
	A one-time realignment involving a significant number of collection holdings will require a strong and long-term commitment from central and unit leadership — particularly if the initiative requires major reallocations of resources or generates controversy.   
	 
	resources 
	 
	 
	 
	Professional standards for collections care rise over time, in part as a result of advances in knowledge and technology and of shifts in the uses of collections.  This constant change in standards, combined with the continuing growth of collections, means that the level of resources — funds, human capital, storage facilities, information technology, and supplies and equipment — required for sound collections management is always a moving target.  However, it is possible to identify areas where a lack of resources is having detrimental effects on Smithsonian collections and their management. 
	 
	 
	finances 
	  
	 
	 
	Although the Smithsonian spends more on collections care than on other programmatic activities except research, funds at many units fall short of what is needed to maintain collections adequately.  It is unlikely that the Congress will provide all the funds required to bring ongoing collections management up to desired levels.  Indeed, the Congress may not even provide sufficient funds for priority projects such as the completion of basic inventories and collections profiles, development of unit central CISs, and review and realignment of collections.   
	 
	Additional funds must therefore come from fundraising in the private sector, and from cost recovery measures — that is, user fees that cover some part of the costs of providing access to collections.  The OP&A study team believes that there is significant potential for private sector fundraising for specific collections management projects, despite a widely-held myth to the contrary.  However, neither the central administration nor the individual collecting units have engaged in major efforts to solicit philanthropic funds for collections management, other than for acquisitions.   
	 
	The extent to which cost recovery might generate an income stream for collecting units has not been well-studied.  While lending is a seemingly logical area in which to recover costs, collecting units typically are reluctant to charge fees other than those required to cover direct expenses, because they benefit from a quid pro quo when they borrow.  Fees for services such as photographing artifacts or copying documents are more common, but the potential for generating revenue through such fees is not clear.  A related issue at the Smithsonian is that the fees for similar services vary significantly across units, leading to confusion and perceptions of arbitrariness and inequity.  A question is whether the Smithsonian should have an Institution-wide policy on collections-related fees. 
	 
	If units carry out the one-time realignment of collections discussed above, some may have items of sufficient value to justify disposal by sale.  The Smithsonian’s policy is that both the principal generated by sales of collection items, and any interest accruing from that principal, must be used exclusively for acquisitions — that is, they may not be used for other collections management activities such as care.   Some non-Smithsonian museums, however, do use the interest (but not the principal) from such sales for collections care.  The OP&A study team sees merit in reviewing Smithsonian policy on the use of such interest revenue for collections care.     
	 
	 
	human resources 
	  
	 
	The OP&A study team’s greatest concern in the area of collections resources  is the number of collections management personnel.  In recent years some units have experienced a steep decline in the number of those personnel, especially for collections care, despite steady or growing workloads.  Collections care personnel in lower grades account for most of the decline.  The cutbacks have forced remaining staff to scramble to stay on top of their primary work, while taking on new responsibilities from departing staff.  In some cases, the result has been that staff have not been able to undertake important activities — such as processing outgoing loans, providing onsite access to collections for visiting researchers, and addressing backlogs in collections processing and documentation — in timely fashion, if at all.   
	 
	The OP&A study team believes day-to-day workloads, let alone accumulated work that has remained undone for many years, may be reaching unsustainable levels for many personnel.  There are only two broad options for addressing this problem in the long run: increasing staff resources (employees, contract staff, and volunteers); or reducing workloads (with implications for paring collections, providing fewer services to users, or accepting lower standards of collections care).  Given the importance of the Smithsonian’s collections to the nation and its obligation to protect them and make them accessible, the former course is clearly preferable. 
	 
	The OP&A study team estimates that Smithsonian collecting units have an immediate need for approximately 100 additional full-time equivalent (FTE) collections care staff (both employees and contract staff, as needed), at an annual cost of approximately $4.0 million,  to bring collections up to an appropriate standard of care.  By FY2010, the units will need approximately 65 additional FTEs, at an annual cost of approximately $2.6 million (2003 dollars).  Some of the priority collections management projects discussed above may require additional research and information technology staff as well — although in some cases, existing staff can be reassigned to these tasks.  Some increases in information technology staff for CIS improvements have already been planned. 
	 
	Maintaining collections care staff at appropriate levels will require a reduction in the rate at which collections care personnel are choosing to leave their jobs, which can only be achieved by improving the professional status of collections care workers.  Currently, there is limited potential for promotion and advancement within the collections care area, in comparison with the collections research area.  The OP&A study team believes that the federal personnel grading system contributes to this situation, and that the growing professionalization of the collections care field requires changes to this system.  Options such as “broadbanding” and creating new job classifications might be considered, even if they would mean major changes in the Smithsonian personnel system.  It would be worthwhile to consider requesting from the Office of Personnel Management the authority to develop and apply job classifications and series for federal employees specific to Smithsonian collections management functions.  Such categories could then be applied to trust employees as well.   
	 
	Not only do several units need more collections management personnel, but the required skill sets have changed as technology has changed.  The Smithsonian has generally not offered formal training in database management and other skills that are rapidly becoming part of the collections management profession.  Formal training — rather than the informal training that currently predominates —  would better assist staff in coping with the blurring of work roles now characteristic of collections management jobs.  This is especially so in light of the impending loss of  
	 institutional memory that will occur as a large cohort of senior personnel begins to retire in the next few years.     
	 
	Loans from Smithsonian collections are currently a priority of the central administration, and staff shortages have slowed the units’ ability to process requests.  Loans to affiliates raise special issues because of the additional time, effort, and resources they typically require.  The OP&A study team questions whether the units can accomplish the goal of getting more of the Smithsonian’s objects out into America’s museums and communities without additional personnel.  It must also question whether this goal, however worthy in its own right, should at this time have higher priority than pressing tasks such as developing CISs, inventorying and profiling collections, and bringing collections care up to a higher standard.  
	 
	 
	storage 
	  
	 
	 
	OP&A data from FY2000 revealed, troublingly, that Smithsonian units overall judged approximately one third of their storage space to be below acceptable quality.  The extent of the problem, however, varied significantly among the units, and for some, the situation had improved by the time of the follow-up OP&A FY2003 survey.  In addition, the Smithsonian was working on several near-term options at the time the research phase of this study was completed, such as the Pod 5 facility  at Suitland, to accommodate recognized storage needs.   
	 
	One option that was not under formal consideration — but which the OP&A study team considers worthy of serious attention — is the development of a state-of-the-art federal interagency natural history research and collections facility on the Beltsville, Maryland property of the Agricultural Research Service of the US Department of Agriculture.  Such a facility, which has been under discussion for decades within the federal natural history collecting community, would provide consolidated storage for NMNH collections (as well as the collections of other federal agencies), integrated with laboratories and work space.  The quality and quantity of scientific space in this proposed facility would far exceed what is possible in the Smithsonian’s Natural History Building and Suitland facilities, even with the proposed extensive renovations to the former and the addition of Pod 5 to the latter.  (In particular, the configuration and national landmark status of the Natural History Building preclude, or render prohibitively expensive, some highly desirable upgrades of the collections and research space there.)  A side benefit of an interagency facility would be to free up quality storage space at Suitland that could be used to serve the needs of other Smithsonian units.  Moreover, such a project fits well with the emphasis the executive and legislative branches are now placing on greater collaboration among federal agencies.  The OP&A study team recognizes that such a project would involve lengthy and complex negotiations among federal agencies, and would demand flexibility, analytical support, and educational efforts aimed at policy makers, potential users, and the public. 
	 
	In general, long-term storage needs can be met in three ways:  
	 
	 Continued improvements in the efficiency with which existing space is used (such as compact shelving); 
	 
	 Acquisition of additional space (either new construction, purchase of existing space, or leasing); and/or  
	 
	 Management of acquisitions and disposals so that the space requirements of collections grow at a manageable rate. 
	 
	All three of these strategies will surely figure in any long-term plan for collections storage.  However, it should be stressed that the OP&A study team does not consider leasing to be a desirable long-term solution.  Unfortunately, when leasing is used as a short-term fix — which often happens, owing to budgetary realities — the leases tend to stretch into the longer term.  Not only does evidence suggest that leased facilities are typically the most costly option when considered over a 30-year life cycle, but leased space is almost always of lower quality than Smithsonian-owned space, even after costly upgrades.  The Smithsonian needs to make a business case to the Congress and donors for the cost-effectiveness of constructing new storage facilities or purchasing suitable existing facilities. 
	 
	In the course of this study, the OP&A study team noted that the Smithsonian often deferred decisions about storage space until a foreseeable need had become a crisis, a strategy that greatly narrows options and raises costs.  There is a need for more long-term, proactive Institution-wide planning of storage space that allows priorities to be set, common interests to be identified, multiple options to be considered, and timely, cost-effective solutions to be found.   
	 
	 
	information technology 
	  
	 
	Establishment of the Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) and preparation of the Smithsonian Information Technology Plan (SITP) for FY2002–FY2007 have led to major advances in rationalizing investment in information technology at the Smithsonian.  Smithsonian collecting units have recognized the importance of information technology to collections management and access, and many have made progress in developing a central electronic CIS with at least basic records.  Others, however, have been struggling to implement a central CIS.  As noted, the OP&A study team considers the development of such a system at all units to be a high priority. 
	 
	 
	overall conclusions 
	 
	 
	 
	Two of the principal questions this study seeks to answer are how well the Smithsonian has done with its collections obligations, and what the answer means for collections management in the future.  The study team’s findings suggest a range of answers.   
	 
	 Access presents a mixed picture.  As noted, some units with smaller collections have virtually complete electronic catalogues, often with enriched documentation.  Others have not yet developed an accessible central electronic catalogue or even a complete inventory of their holdings. 
	 
	 With respect to care of collections, some units have performed admirably —most notably the art museums.  However, others have performed less well, even taking into account differences in scale and current efforts to resolve difficulties. 
	 
	 In the case of collections development, most units could be doing more to ensure the relevance of collections to their mission and programs.  Too often, the rationale for holding particular collections is unclear or unpersuasive, and linkages between collections and other programs are not always obvious.  Some units appear to have holdings that are not suitable, given current standards, missions, programs, and resources.  Further, units have not adequately explored alternatives to the norms of independent collecting and sole ownership.   
	 
	 At many units, resources (most notably staff) are not adequate to meet day-to-day collections management responsibilities or to address accumulated problems in areas such as cataloguing, conservation, and access.  
	 
	Collections must continue to be a core priority for the Smithsonian.  But other important priorities exist, too, especially research and exhibitions.  Nevertheless, the OP&A study team believes that Smithsonian management has an obligation not to permit conditions to reach a point where collections are placed in jeopardy.  Some units may already be in that situation, or soon will find themselves there.  Although Smithsonian management is moving on many fronts to address the problems, it will need to do more.   
	 
	Many of the current problems with Smithsonian collections cannot be laid at the doorstep of current management.  The problems have been building for decades.  Current management is, however, responsible for their redress, and its request for this study was a critical, necessary first step.  The results can serve as a guide for further steps toward management excellence in the collections arena.  Some problems will require considerable resources to address; others can be tackled through better management of resources. 
	 
	 
	strategic guidance   
	 
	 
	Inadequate guidance lies at the heart of many collections problems.  The OP&A study team identified three key areas of collections management that would benefit from clearer guidance from central Smithsonian leadership. 
	 
	First, there is confusion over the meaning and therefore the nature of national collections at the Smithsonian overall and, to varying degrees, at the individual collecting units.  What are the collecting roles of the Smithsonian’s national museums, archives, and libraries?  Are they the primary custodians of the nation’s cultural and natural heritage, or should they see themselves as part of a network of organizations that collectively ensure the preservation of that heritage?  What should the Smithsonian acquire?  One particular concern of the OP&A study team is the continued ability of the Smithsonian to serve as the repository for federal natural history collections in the absence of adequate congressional funds or internal resources to manage them.  Given the rate at which species are disappearing, what is the Smithsonian’s role in ensuring adequate collecting to preserve evidence of vanishing species?  Similarly, what is its responsibility for collections orphaned by other US collecting units? 
	 
	Second, the importance of collections at the Smithsonian relative to other programs and activities is not clear.  Units will likely be reluctant to focus on deficiencies in collections management without a clear indication that this is a high Institutional priority. 
	 
	Third, in an environment of constrained resources — a situation that the OP&A study team does not expect to change in the foreseeable future — it is no longer possible to continue conducting business as usual.  The Smithsonian will need to pursue less traditional approaches, such as sharing collecting and stewardship responsibilities with other organizations.  Guidance on how best to leverage opportunities for sharing collections management responsibilities is necessary.     
	 
	 
	long-term planning by the units   
	 
	 
	Every Smithsonian collecting unit has collections policies and plans, but they generally do not provide practical guidance, such as clear priorities.  In some cases, they have not been updated for many years.  The latest revision of SD 600 requires long-term collections management planning, and implementation of this requirement is a top priority.  The OP&A study team believes each unit should formulate a comprehensive collections management plan that covers the universe of collections-specific functions such as collections development, care, documentation, provision of access, staffing, and development of policy.  Other more detailed plans specific to particular functions, such as digitization, cyclical inventories, and preservation, should flow from and support the comprehensive unit collections management plan.   
	 
	The following are necessary elements in an effective collections management plan: 
	 
	 Overarching conceptual directions that frame and integrate all programs within individual units.   
	 
	 Definition of the role and priority of collections relative to a unit’s mission and other programs.   
	 
	 Resolution of longstanding collections management deficiencies — such as inventory and cataloguing backlogs, items awaiting disposal, and inadequate storage — and creating procedures for preventing their recurrence. 
	 
	 Formulation of long-term responses to resource shortfalls — or, to put it another way, developing collections management plans that are consistent with resources.   
	 
	 Delineation of specific, prioritized performance objectives; practical unit performance measures to gauge progress; and a realistic timetable for achieving milestones, particularly the resolution of identified problems.  
	 Regular review and revision of plans to address inevitable changes.   
	 decision making 
	  
	  
	 
	The OP&A study team believes some characteristics of decision making on collections management at the Smithsonian have contributed significantly to the problems.   
	 
	 Difficult and perhaps unpopular decisions needed to accommodate resource realities often have not been made in a timely manner, if at all.  Although collections responsibilities have clearly exceeded the resources available to support them for many years, new programs have routinely been initiated that exacerbate the situation.  As part of planning, collecting units should realistically assess their collections management priorities and ensure that the resources required to carry them out are available, even if this means putting other activities on hold so that resources can be shifted.   
	 
	 A lack of the information essential for sound decision making has been commonplace.  Most critically, some units have not developed full inventories of their holdings, or conducted condition assessments to inform them about the content and conservation needs of their collections. 
	 
	 Stove-piped decision making has tended to further the interests of individual curatorial/scientific departments and staff, rather than the collecting unit or the Smithsonian as a whole. 
	 
	 A focus on immediate needs and issues without due consideration for long-term implications has contributed to the imbalance between collections management responsibilities and resources.  An example is the leasing of storage space as a solution to pressing storage needs, which typically results in lower quality, higher cost space.  Collections management involves long-term obligations that require a long-term perspective.  
	organizational structure 
	  
	 
	 
	The OP&A study team does not believe most collections management problems are the result of the existing organizational structure, so much as how that structure is managed.  In particular, insularity has resulted in missed opportunities to leverage resources through joint activities, both within the Smithsonian and with external organizations.  The major exception is the Smithsonian’s science museums and research centers, whose internal and external collaboration offers a model for units in other fields. 
	 
	At the same time, the OP&A study team believes the structure of pan-Institutional collections management support can be strengthened, because issues do arise that merit deliberation at both the central and unit levels.  One example is shared storage space, particularly with regard to specialized facilities such as cold storage.   
	 
	NCP occupies a key pan-Institutional position that bears enhancing in three areas.  Its information-sharing role can usefully be reinforced to include a comprehensive central repository of information on collections management practices and resources, pulled from both Smithsonian and external sources.  Its internal advocacy role for collections can be augmented to enable it to better identify Institution-wide concerns and coordinate initiatives to address them.  And its limited monitoring role can be expanded to include formal reviews of unit collections management policy and plans, verification of information from the units, collection of additional information, and oversight of the remediation of problems.  Given the diversity of the units in terms of missions, collections, programs, and collections management needs, NCP would need to work closely in the above roles with the Under Secretaries and the units.  Changes in the roles of NCP could usefully be included in SD 600 and the accompanying Implementation Manual. 
	 
	Finally, collections management across the Smithsonian would benefit from the establishment of a Smithsonian Collections Advisory Committee to formalize coordination and communication among the units and to address pan-Institutional issues.  Optimally, the committee would be composed of senior unit representatives, such as the associate directors for collections, and would be chaired and administered by the NCP coordinator.  Such a committee is set forth in the draft SD 600 Implementation Manual, and the OP&A study team believes it is worth establishing.   
	 
	 
	professional culture 
	  
	 
	 
	Many of the Smithsonian’s collections management weaknesses stem from a professional culture ill-suited to present realities.  This culture places a far higher priority on scholarship and research than on care and access.  Further, there is an insistence upon autonomy that allows departments to operate with minimal attention to one another, the unit or the Smithsonian as a whole, and the wider collecting community.  
	 
	Further, the professional culture at the Smithsonian embraces two prominent myths that strongly contribute to resistance to change: “the public and donors will not tolerate disposals” and “no one will give money for collections management.”  To the contrary, the findings of this study indicate that stakeholders are receptive to well-reasoned and transparent disposals that support sound unit management overall, and that donors will support collections management when an effective case is made. 
	 
	 
	 accountability 
	  
	 
	Accountability for collections management is weak at the Smithsonian, in part because no single entity at the central level oversees this area.  NCP is currently limited to informal advising and reporting.  While the Under Secretaries have greater authority, collections management has not been a high priority at this level.  Ideally, accountability would entail central review of unit collections-related plans, as well as the performance of senior management.  Performance could also be bolstered by creating incentives for senior managers to meet or exceed targets.   
	 
	 
	recommendations 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	national roles 
	  
	 
	 
	 In accordance with SD 600,  each unit director, using the unit’s collections management policy and collecting plan, shall have responsibility for defining the unit’s national collection role, within the Institution’s national collecting roles.  As situations require, Smithsonian senior management (Deputy Secretary, Under Secretaries, and directors of collecting units) will interpret SD 600 for additional guidance, consistent with accreditation and professional standards.  The following questions may apply: 
	 
	 The meaning of “national” with respect to the unit’s collections.  For example, what is the unit’s national collecting role?  What cultural, artistic, natural, and other evidence should it protect for future generations?  What is its responsibility for collecting rapidly vanishing species and for collections orphaned by other US collecting units?  What is its context with relation to other similar or complementary collecting entities? 
	 
	 The relative priority of collections and their management with respect to other unit major programs and activities. 
	 
	 
	use and access 
	  
	 
	 
	 Smithsonian senior management (Deputy Secretary, Under Secretaries, and directors of collecting units) shall: 
	 
	 Establish a Smithsonian-wide policy for electronic access to collections information consistent with SD 600.  
	 
	 Assign responsibility to OCIO to develop a central portal for access to collections information across Smithsonian collecting units. 
	 
	 Develop related goals, objectives, and performance measures, and incorporate them into the Smithsonian strategic and annual performance plans.  
	 
	 Each collecting unit shall establish, within the framework of central policy on digitization and electronic access, a unit collections digitization plan, based on uses and users.  The plan shall include priorities, guidance on the information content appropriate to different users, goals and objectives for electronic access, targets for digitization, and a timeline for implementation.  The plan shall be consistent with the unit strategic plan and with SD 600.  
	 
	 The Smithsonian shall foster collaboration on electronic access, internally and externally.  Specific priorities include:  
	 
	 Creation of a single Smithsonian portal to facilitate searches across all Smithsonian collections databases.  
	 
	 Participation in cooperative arrangements with consortia and interagency forums such as biodiversity networks.  
	 
	 Linkages with external databases and participation in portals that connect the Smithsonian and external organizations.  
	 
	 
	collections care 
	  
	 
	 
	 
	 The Smithsonian shall implement minimum standards for inventories, profiling, and significance assessments in SD 600, to serve as a framework for the development of unit-specific standards.  
	 
	 To ensure preservation of its collections, each unit shall, in accordance with the minimum Smithsonian standards established for each task:  
	 
	 Establish and implement an inventory process and written cyclical inventory plan appropriate to the character and size of the unit’s collections. 
	 
	 Profile its collections, and prepare an action plan to address deficiencies and to prevent their recurrence. 
	 
	 Conduct a significance assessment of its collections and categorize collections by level of significance with respect to appropriate parameters, such as the unit’s purpose, mission and programs, its users, and the ability of collections to support its interpretative goals.  
	 
	 
	acquisition and disposal 
	  
	 
	 
	 Each unit shall develop a long-term collecting plan that provides a framework for making acquisition and disposal decisions. The collecting plan shall:  
	 
	 Flow from the unit’s mission and strategic plan.  
	 
	 Be practical, operational, and aligned with resources.  
	 
	 Be based on comprehensive collections information, including inventory, profiling, and significance assessment information. 
	 
	 Clarify the priorities for collection uses.  
	 
	 Identify strengths, weaknesses, and gaps in existing collections to guide acquisition and disposal decisions.  
	 
	 Identify specific implementation strategies (including linkages with the unit’s other programs, opportunities for collaboration, and alternatives to traditional collecting), with target end dates, milestones, existing and required resources, and performance measures.  
	 
	 
	resources 
	  
	 
	 
	finances 
	 
	 The Office of External Affairs and unit development offices shall raise funds in the private sector for collections management.  
	 
	 OP&A shall conduct a study of collections management-related cost recovery to include consideration of a central cost recovery policy.  
	 
	 
	human resources  
	 
	 As part of the response of the Office of Human Resources to the HumRRO report, a critical skills analysis for collections management (to include identification of critical functions, required core competencies, and staffing requirements) shall be conducted in conjunction with the units. 
	 
	 The Smithsonian shall increase the human resources devoted to the management of collections as soon as possible.  
	 
	 Training for collections management staff shall be aligned with the requirements of unit strategic plans, technology, professional standards, job descriptions, and assigned tasks.  
	 
	management 
	  
	 
	 
	long-term planning 
	 
	 Each unit shall address collections in its strategic plan, including: 
	 
	 Role(s) of collections. 
	 
	 Priority of collections management relative to the unit’s other programs and functions. 
	 
	 Linkages and role of collections with the unit’s other programs and functions. 
	 
	 Ties with other Smithsonian and external organizations, including partnerships and collaborative arrangements. 
	 
	 Performance measures for collections management. 
	 
	 
	organization 
	 
	 The Secretary shall strengthen pan-Institutional support for collections management by:  
	 
	 Expanding NCP’s role as advisor to senior management on collections management matters, as well as information sharing, internal advocacy, and monitoring of compliance with SD 600.  NCP’s monitoring role shall include assessment of unit self-evaluation reports to established goals and performance indicators, and follow-up through senior management to address identified deficiencies in collections management. 
	 
	 Establishing the Smithsonian Collections Advisory Committee, to be led by the National Collections Coordinator, to assist senior management in establishing a framework for setting Institutional priorities and meeting collections stewardship responsibilities.  
	 
	 
	accountability  
	 
	 Consistent with the unit strategic plan, unit directors shall actively manage the development, care, and accessibility of their collections, to include short- and long-term strategies, priorities, and initiatives, and set performance measures, targets, timelines, and end dates.  Priority objectives shall include: (1) aligning collections management with resources; (2) achieving compliance with SD 600, as revised to reflect minimum compliance standards; (3) addressing legacy and current problems; and (4) achieving performance goals.  
	 
	 Each unit shall adhere to minimum Institution-wide standards of collections management required for compliance with SD 600 (including a current collections management policy, collecting plan, inventory plan, and digitization plan) and develop related performance measures.  
	 
	 The Secretary shall ensure that collections management at all units meets professional standards and complies with SD 600 by incorporating collections-specific measurement standards into the Smithsonian strategic and annual performance plans and into the performance plans of senior management (Deputy Secretary, Under Secretaries, and directors of collecting units).  
	 

